Pre-Order the New Reference Work
FERDÉN - CENSUS OF SWEDISH MAIL UNTIL 1940
by Staffan Ferdén

Addressing Fellows and Members of The Royal Philatelic Society London, and others, who want to participate in the international celebration of the 150th anniversary of the RPSL. Only available through pre-orders and to be released in conjunction with the exhibition STOCKHOLMIA 2019.

Exclusive and individually numbered edition accordingly to “first order, first served”. Your name will be stated together with your assigned number of edition in a subscription list published in each volume.

Four hardbound cloth-covered volumes in one slipcase. In total 1,700+ pages and 1,946 pictures. Close to 40,000 mail items are listed with approx. 60,000 auction results and other references for the period 1872–1940. In addition overviews are presented for foreign mail – partly for the prephilatelic period including for mail sent to e.g. Swedish possessions, German states and other territories; partly for the stamp period 1855–1872.

Collectors of Sweden, as well as dealers, have longed for a book of this nature for a long time. Staffan’s magnum opus joins the ranks of the best in philatelic reference books, not just from Sweden but from around the world. Furthermore, I cannot imagine that anyone will be able to improve upon this information in my lifetime. We will all be able to use this source in one way or another. This book will also be a “code of law” for the recording of known philatelic items. This is a good base on which others will only be “updates.”

Foreword (extract) by Jonas Hällström RDP FRPSL

Pre-orders can be made through the order form at www.philea.se (prefered). Orders can also be placed by mail bookorder@philea.se.